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We believe we understand their evolution — at least broadly 
— but there are some categories of pulsars that are harder to 
explain. ‘Magnetars’ are considered to be pulsar-like, but with 
much larger magnetic fields (about 1011 T) and may be magneti-
cally powered rather than rotation powered (as are ‘normal’ pul-
sars)7. They have erratically variable radio and X-ray emission 
as well as pulsations. There are also some neutron stars that are 
faintly visible in the optical or X-ray but do not appear to pulse 
or pulse much. Rotating radio transients8 are pulsars that occa-
sionally emit a detectable pulse, but most of their pulses are not 
detected. Consistent with our understanding of the evolution of 
some binary systems, we have found a few in which the neu-
tron star is sometimes a radio pulsar and other times an X-ray-
emitting neutron star9.

There has been some progress in understanding pulsar radio-
emission processes, but with relativistic rotation speeds and huge 
electric and magnetic fields this is a non-trivial problem. Exactly 
how they emit and how this loss of energy slows the rotation is  
still unclear10.

Understanding the interior of a neutron star is an exercise in very 
dense solid-state physics. Its surface density is probably 107 kg m–3 
and its central density is at least ten orders of magnitude larger; we 

have very little information on the behaviour of matter at such den-
sities and consequently there is a plethora of possible models for 
the interior with relatively few observational constraints. We now 
know of one or two heavy pulsars that have masses close to two 
solar masses, which implies some limits to the models11. We also 
know that there must be superfluid inside a neutron star, and that its 
rotation is likely to be quantized with Feynman–Onsager vortices. 
Sudden unpinning of these vortices can cause a ‘glitch’ (a Yiddish 
word that has now entered common vocabulary). In pulsars, a glitch 
is a sudden increase in rotation speed, followed by a gradual (expo-
nential or several-exponential) return to a new normal12.

Pulsars can be used as tools for studying the interstellar medium 
along their lines of sight. Our knowledge of the distribution of free 
electrons in the galaxy is now much improved, but the patchiness of 
this medium is still being revealed13.

Pulsars make remarkably stable clocks (once one gets 1027 tonnes 
spinning, it takes a lot to change that spin!) — their period increases 
by just 10–12–10–21 s per second. Perhaps the most dramatic advances 
using these clocks have been those that test aspects of Einstein’s 
theory of general relativity (GR). Russell Hulse and Joe Taylor, 
using the Arecibo radio telescope, found the first pulsar detected 
in a binary star system in 1974. It proved to be a particularly spe-
cial one: a tight binary with an orbital period of less than 8 hours 
and velocities reaching a significant fraction of the speed of light, 
which means GR effects are important. Doppler shifts of the pul-
sar period give the (changing) pulsar velocity and hence the orbital 
parameters. They were able to show that the orbit was shrinking by 
3.5 m per year, which is consistent with the emission of gravitational 
radiation as predicted by GR. This work won a Nobel Prize, and 
they tell the story in their Nobel Prize lectures14,15.

Pulsars in short-period binary systems have continued to pro-
vide strong tests of GR. The ‘double pulsar’ — a binary system in 
which both components are pulsars — has been especially useful4. 
It is a particularly close binary with an orbital period of 2.4 hours 
(or an orbital diameter half the diameter of the Sun). In addition  
to the five non-relativistic parameters that specify the binary, 
Michael Kramer and colleagues have  been able to determine the 
five relativistic ones and a number of others, giving five indepen-
dent tests of GR. They have shown that this system is consistent with 
Einstein’s theory of gravity and have significantly constrained several 
other theories of gravity16. They expect to be able to measure several 
other pulsar parameters, including the moment of inertia, very soon.

Pulsar astronomers around the world are collaborating to 
search for nanohertz gravitational waves by timing an array of 
pulsars17. Such gravitational waves temporarily distort space and 
alter observed pulsar periods. With an array of pulsars, correla-
tions in the alterations of the observed periods signal the pas-
sage of a gravitational wave. These waves would most likely be 
produced by the merging of supermassive black holes, such as 
those found at the centres of galaxies, and we have good evidence 
that galaxy mergers take place. So far the pulsar arrays have not 
directly detected any mergers, but some theories of galaxy mergers 
are already constrained18.

One of the most recent developments comes following the dis-
covery of a pulsar in a triple-star system, in which the pulsar orbits 
a dwarf star and the pair orbits another more distant dwarf. This is 
on-going work by Scott Ransom and colleagues6, but should allow 
checking of the principle of equivalence in the relativistic regime. 
This principle says that bodies of different composition (for exam-
ple, a feather and a hammer) should fall at the same rate under the 
influence of gravity. Galileo is reputed to have tried to verify this by 
dropping a feather and a heavy object from the leaning tower of Pisa, 
but the air density made the feather waft down gently. The experi-
ment was subsequently repeated (and filmed) on the moon by US 
astronaut Dave Scott, showing that, in the absence of air, the ham-
mer and the feather do fall at the same rate. There have been other 

Fig. 1 | The four-acre array at the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory, 
Cambridge, UK. Credit: Graham Woan.
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Magnetic field

Fig. 2 | Simplified schematic of a pulsar. A pulsar is a rapidly rotating 
neutron star with a strong magnetic field that emits beams of radiation 
from its magnetic poles that, when sweeping across the Earth, create the 
pulses for which these objects are famous.
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Four-acre array at the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory, Cambridge, UK, 
Credit: Graham Woan (J. B. Burnell, 2017, Nature astronomy)
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On the pulse of discovery
What started 50 years ago as a ‘smudge’ on paper has flourished into a fundamental field of astrophysics replete 
with unexpected applications and exciting discoveries. To celebrate the discovery of pulsars, we look at the past, 
present and future of pulsar astrophysics.

Fifty years ago this month, Jocelyn Bell 
Burnell (pictured) had already seen 
the recurring blips on her hundreds-

of-metres-long chart paper that was being 
churned out by the newly minted 4-acre-
array radio telescope at Cambridge, UK. 
Together with her PhD advisor, Antony 
Hewish, they were hard at work trying to 
understand their nature and the source that 
could have generated them. The study of what 
we now know as pulsars has developed into 
a vibrant field of research that touches upon 
almost all areas of astrophysics and beyond: 
from stellar astronomy, to the physics of 
condensed matter, to gravitational waves and 
the very fabric of our Universe. In this  
focus issue we bring together some of the 
most exciting pulsar science and reflect on 
the future directions of the field.

The discovery of pulsars required the 
attentiveness of a self-professed imposter-
syndrome-suffering PhD student (whose 
contribution was disappointingly snubbed 
when the Nobel Prize committee came 
knocking), the prowess of a novel telescope 
probing new parts of parameter space and 
of course the collective thinking of our 
community to figure out what these blips 
were (see the Perspective by Jocelyn Bell 
Burnell). Pulsars are the end products of 
massive stellar evolution, compact stars 
made primarily out of neutrons, often 
spinning at dizzying speeds (up to ~0.24 
times the speed of light) and showing a 
precision in their rotation, for the most 
stable pulsars, rivalling that of atomic 
clocks (10–21 s). They also have prodigious 
magnetic fields, which, when combined with 
their rotation, lead to the emission of the 
pulses we observe.

Neutron stars were first predicted by 
Walter Baade and Fritz Zwicky in 1934 
but the idea of a rotating neutron star 
with a strong magnetic field only arose in 
1967, championed by Franco Pacini, and 
independently in 1968 by Thomas Gold, 
who even made the connection between 
such stars and the discovery reported by 
Hewish and Bell in the same year. The 
importance of this discovery for astrophysics 
and physics in general was perhaps made 
crystal clear by the discovery by Joseph 

Taylor and Russell Hulse in 1975 of a pulsar 
in a binary system with another neutron 
star. The orbit of the pulsar was observed 
to shrink in the exact way that Einstein’s 
general theory of relativity predicted if the 
system was emitting gravitational waves 
(and brought in another Nobel Prize 
for the pulsar field). Today, we are not 
only detecting pulsars and neutron stars 
from space (see the Mission Control by 
Keith Gendreau and Zaven Arzoumanian), 
but a network of pulsars is poised to 
become the largest gravitational-wave 
detector at our disposal (see the Article 
by Chiara Mingarelli and collaborators 
and the Comment by Andrea Lommen). 
Gravitational-wave detection aside, pulsars 
are now being used to probe the most 
fundamental properties of spacetime 
(see the Comment by Kuo Liu and Ralph 
Eatough) and of condensed matter. Some 
of these topics were discussed recently at 
the IAU Symposium 337 on the occasion 
of the pulsar discovery (summarized in the 
Meeting Report by Nanda Rea) that took 
place on the grounds of the Jodrell Bank 
Observatory — itself celebrating 60 years of 
discoveries in pulsar research and beyond  
(see the Perspective by Andrew Lyne  
and Ian Morison).

The discovery of pulsars was not only 
fortuitous but more importantly it was 
serendipitous. When the Cambridge 
radio astronomy group decided to build 
their telescope they had quasars in mind. 
This discovery is reminiscent of another 
discovery that heralded the era of precision 
cosmology — in 1964 Arno Penzias and 
Robert Wilson inadvertently detected the 
echo from the Big Bang. Fifty years later, the 
golden age of serendipitous discovery seems 
to be well and truly over. We find ourselves 
instead in the age of certainty, calculated 
risks, assured returns and zero-sum 
science (see the Correspondence by Maura 
McLaughlin). Have our telescopes become 
too expensive and our experiments too 
involved to allow room for the unexpected?

In some sense, whenever a truly new 
instrument is built (the Laser Interferometer 
Gravitational-wave Observatory 
springs to mind) or whenever we are 

probing a new niche of the phase space, 
serendipitous discoveries are bound to 
happen, as long as we have vigilance and 
an open mind to identify them as such 
— attributes Bell Burnell and Hewish 
did have. Nowadays, however, not many 
astronomers sift through piles of chart 
papers to identify signals. They instead 
build algorithms to do the sifting for them. 
How does one build intuitiveness into an 
algorithm, how does one teach algorithms 
to identify what is practically unknown? 
Unsupervised clustering from deep-
learning neural networks may be a step in 
the right direction but this conundrum is 
something that deserves our community’s 
undivided attention. Data from facilities like 
the Square Kilometre Array will soon be 
pouring into our servers and we need  
to be ready. Who knows what 'pulsars'  
may be hiding there? ❐
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Figure 1. Number of confirmed magnetars discovered over time.
Labels in italics indicate the source was either discovered or later
detected by an all-sky X-ray/soft gamma-ray burst monitor. The
dashed and dot-dashed lines mark the launches of Swift in 2005
and Fermi in 2008, respectively.

which were later detected (and therefore could have been
discovered) by one, are highlighted in italics, for this rea-
son.
Many known magnetars have thus been found via their

bursting behavior, which raises an important point re-
garding how they are named. Because burst monitors
have tended to find them, magnetars have often been
named with the designation “SGR” in recent years (see
Tables). We argue strongly that this naming conven-
tion requires amendment because as discussed in this
work and extensively elsewhere (e.g. Gavriil et al. 2002;
Kaspi et al. 2003; Woods & Thompson 2006; Mereghetti
2008; Kaspi 2010; Mereghetti 2013; Rea & Esposito
2011) the distinction between sources designated as
“AXP” and “SGRs” has been largely erased via the dis-
covery of objects which have properties previously as-
cribed to both categories. It is today very hard to
classify some sources as one or the other; rather it
has become clear that there is a continuous spectrum
of magnetar-type activity which can even include some
high-B rotation-powered pulsars (e.g. PSR J1846−0258;
Gavriil et al. 2008). Sources discovered via bursting
seem like an SGR but may later lie dormant and burst-
less for decades and seem like an AXP (e.g. SGR
0526−66; Kulkarni et al. 2003). Meanwhile sources dis-
covered in quiescence and showing no bursts, therefore
initially classified as AXPs, may later begin bursting (e.g.
1E 1547.0−5408; Gelfand & Gaensler 2007; Israel et al.
2010; Kaneko et al. 2010). A source’s fixed designation
can clearly not depend on behavior that is constantly
evolving. One possibility would be to keep names as
with other X-ray sources, for which the initial prefix is
informative regarding the discovery telescope, as for, e.g.
XTE J1810−197, discovered by RXTE. We suggest this,
and other possible alternatives, be discussed seriously by

the community.

3.1. Spatial Properties

Figure 2 shows a top-down view of the Galactic Plane
with the Galactic Center at coordinate (0,0). The
greyscale is the distribution of free electrons from the
model of Cordes & Lazio (2002) and delineates the ap-
proximate locations of the spiral arms. Galactic disk
radio pulsars from the ATNF catalog3 are denoted
with blue crosses. The so-called ‘X-ray Isolated Neu-
tron Stars’ (XINSs; see Kaspi et al. 2006; Haberl 2007;
Kaplan 2008 for reviews) are shown in yellow and are
without exception very close to the Sun. The magne-
tars are shown as red circles, with their estimated dis-
tance uncertainties indicated. Note the magnetar SGR
J1745−2900 whose location is consistent with the Galac-
tic Center. This plot clearly indicates the preponder-
ance of magnetars in the direction of the inner Galaxy,
but with several notable exceptions in the outer Galaxy.
The lack of clustering around the solar system of magne-
tars, particularly compared with the known radio pulsar
population, suggests that fewer selection effects exist in
the known magnetar population, apart from selection for
bursting, particularly in the Swift and Fermi eras.
Figure 3 presents histograms of the distribution of

ATNF Galactic radio pulsars and magnetars in Galactic
longitude l. The radio pulsars are color-coded for age as
indicated and the magnetars are indicated by the hatched
red region. As surmised from Figure 2, the known Galac-
tic magnetars are more concentrated in the inner Galaxy,
which is not a mere selection effect, again given the all-
sky nature of the burst detectors. While, again, selection
effects in radio pulsar surveys may hinder the detection
of the youngest objects in the very inner Galaxy where
scattering is important, we can nevertheless compare the
l-distributions of the magnetars and young radio pulsars
using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to see if they are
consistent with having been drawn from the same distri-
bution. For radio pulsars having τ < 10 kyr, we find a
KS probability of the null hypothesis of p = 0.14, and
likewise we also find p = 0.14 for τ < 100kyr. Hence we
cannot exclude that the two distributions are consistent
with being drawn from the same underlying distribution.
Figure 4 presents histograms of the distribution of

ATNF Galactic disk radio pulsars and magnetars in
Galactic latitude b in degrees, with a zoom-in to the most
populated region to better highlight the magnetars which
are relatively few in number. Note that with the excep-
tion of just one magnetar (SGR 0418+5729), all known
Galactic magnetars lie within 2◦ of the Galactic Plane,
consistent with their interpretation as a population of
young objects. The physical scale height in pc, however,
is more relevant in understanding the Galactic distribu-
tion, which we discuss below.

3.1.1. Magnetar Scale Height

In Figure 5 (bottom panel) we plot a histogram of the
distribution of magnetars as a function of their height
above the Galactic Plane z ≡ d sin(b) in pc, where d
is the distance to the object in pc. It is evident that
the distribution does not peak at z = 0, meaning that

3 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/ , ver-
sion 1.47

マグネター数の増加 
    ~10@2005 
➡ ~23@2017

Olausen+2013

10 15 G

10 14 G

10 13 G
10 12 G

10 11 G

強磁場

弱磁場

臨界磁場4x10 13G



マグネター仮説
1. SNR に付随, 遅い自転 P & Pdot 大 ⇒ 若く (τ<100 kyr) & 強磁場B~1014-15 G 
2. X線光度 Lx >> スピンダウン光度 Lsd ⇒ 回転駆動型パルサーではない 
3. 連星の兆候なし ⇒ 降着駆動型パルサーでない 

4. エディントン光度を超えるフレア現象 ⇒ B > 1014 G で散乱断面積の抑制? 
5. 陽子サイクロトロン共鳴の兆候 ⇒ B > 1014 G を示唆 
6. バースト活動 ⇒ 磁気エネルギーの散逸 (e.g., 磁気リコネクション)??

QED 臨界磁場

散乱断面積の抑制 　　原子の変形  光子の自然分裂 真空の複屈折

銀河系内で発見されてきたマグネターの観測的性質の共通理解は確立
(ただし、通常のダイポール磁場の中性子星や白色矮星の対立仮説はまだある）



既知マグネター: 銀河系・マゼラン雲に23天体
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【解説記事】榎戸「宇宙最強の磁石星: マグネター観測で垣間見る極限物理」パリティ2015年8月号



マグネター 1E 1547.0-5408 での突発増光
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マグネター突発増光での磁気エネルギー解放
ハード放射

加速された粒子？
4.

磁気構造の変化 
⇒ リコネクション 
⇒ ファイヤーボール形成 ⇒バースト？

3.

マグネター 磁気圏

星内部でクラストの破壊 
⇒ 星震の発生 
⇒ グリッジの発生 

磁場エネルギー ⇒ 熱エネルギー

1.

星表面へ熱の伝導 
⇒ ホットスポットの形成

2. 星表面の熱的放射

バースト放射磁力線



マグネターのX線アウトバースト
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電波パルサー

中性子星の種族たち: マグネター
マグネター

連星中の電波パルサー 
ミリ秒パルサー

Crab Pulsar

The McGill Magnetar Catalog 5














































































      

Figure 1. Number of confirmed magnetars discovered over time.
Labels in italics indicate the source was either discovered or later
detected by an all-sky X-ray/soft gamma-ray burst monitor. The
dashed and dot-dashed lines mark the launches of Swift in 2005
and Fermi in 2008, respectively.

which were later detected (and therefore could have been
discovered) by one, are highlighted in italics, for this rea-
son.
Many known magnetars have thus been found via their

bursting behavior, which raises an important point re-
garding how they are named. Because burst monitors
have tended to find them, magnetars have often been
named with the designation “SGR” in recent years (see
Tables). We argue strongly that this naming conven-
tion requires amendment because as discussed in this
work and extensively elsewhere (e.g. Gavriil et al. 2002;
Kaspi et al. 2003; Woods & Thompson 2006; Mereghetti
2008; Kaspi 2010; Mereghetti 2013; Rea & Esposito
2011) the distinction between sources designated as
“AXP” and “SGRs” has been largely erased via the dis-
covery of objects which have properties previously as-
cribed to both categories. It is today very hard to
classify some sources as one or the other; rather it
has become clear that there is a continuous spectrum
of magnetar-type activity which can even include some
high-B rotation-powered pulsars (e.g. PSR J1846−0258;
Gavriil et al. 2008). Sources discovered via bursting
seem like an SGR but may later lie dormant and burst-
less for decades and seem like an AXP (e.g. SGR
0526−66; Kulkarni et al. 2003). Meanwhile sources dis-
covered in quiescence and showing no bursts, therefore
initially classified as AXPs, may later begin bursting (e.g.
1E 1547.0−5408; Gelfand & Gaensler 2007; Israel et al.
2010; Kaneko et al. 2010). A source’s fixed designation
can clearly not depend on behavior that is constantly
evolving. One possibility would be to keep names as
with other X-ray sources, for which the initial prefix is
informative regarding the discovery telescope, as for, e.g.
XTE J1810−197, discovered by RXTE. We suggest this,
and other possible alternatives, be discussed seriously by

the community.

3.1. Spatial Properties

Figure 2 shows a top-down view of the Galactic Plane
with the Galactic Center at coordinate (0,0). The
greyscale is the distribution of free electrons from the
model of Cordes & Lazio (2002) and delineates the ap-
proximate locations of the spiral arms. Galactic disk
radio pulsars from the ATNF catalog3 are denoted
with blue crosses. The so-called ‘X-ray Isolated Neu-
tron Stars’ (XINSs; see Kaspi et al. 2006; Haberl 2007;
Kaplan 2008 for reviews) are shown in yellow and are
without exception very close to the Sun. The magne-
tars are shown as red circles, with their estimated dis-
tance uncertainties indicated. Note the magnetar SGR
J1745−2900 whose location is consistent with the Galac-
tic Center. This plot clearly indicates the preponder-
ance of magnetars in the direction of the inner Galaxy,
but with several notable exceptions in the outer Galaxy.
The lack of clustering around the solar system of magne-
tars, particularly compared with the known radio pulsar
population, suggests that fewer selection effects exist in
the known magnetar population, apart from selection for
bursting, particularly in the Swift and Fermi eras.
Figure 3 presents histograms of the distribution of

ATNF Galactic radio pulsars and magnetars in Galactic
longitude l. The radio pulsars are color-coded for age as
indicated and the magnetars are indicated by the hatched
red region. As surmised from Figure 2, the known Galac-
tic magnetars are more concentrated in the inner Galaxy,
which is not a mere selection effect, again given the all-
sky nature of the burst detectors. While, again, selection
effects in radio pulsar surveys may hinder the detection
of the youngest objects in the very inner Galaxy where
scattering is important, we can nevertheless compare the
l-distributions of the magnetars and young radio pulsars
using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to see if they are
consistent with having been drawn from the same distri-
bution. For radio pulsars having τ < 10 kyr, we find a
KS probability of the null hypothesis of p = 0.14, and
likewise we also find p = 0.14 for τ < 100kyr. Hence we
cannot exclude that the two distributions are consistent
with being drawn from the same underlying distribution.
Figure 4 presents histograms of the distribution of

ATNF Galactic disk radio pulsars and magnetars in
Galactic latitude b in degrees, with a zoom-in to the most
populated region to better highlight the magnetars which
are relatively few in number. Note that with the excep-
tion of just one magnetar (SGR 0418+5729), all known
Galactic magnetars lie within 2◦ of the Galactic Plane,
consistent with their interpretation as a population of
young objects. The physical scale height in pc, however,
is more relevant in understanding the Galactic distribu-
tion, which we discuss below.

3.1.1. Magnetar Scale Height

In Figure 5 (bottom panel) we plot a histogram of the
distribution of magnetars as a function of their height
above the Galactic Plane z ≡ d sin(b) in pc, where d
is the distance to the object in pc. It is evident that
the distribution does not peak at z = 0, meaning that

3 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/ , ver-
sion 1.47

マグネター数の増加 
    ~10@2005 
➡ ~23@2017

Olausen+2013

10 15 G

10 14 G

10 13 G

10 11 G

強磁場

弱磁場

臨界磁場4x10 13G

P-Pdot か求めた表面磁場は臨界磁場
を下回るが、マグネター特有のアウト
バーストなどの磁気活動を示す。 
SGR 0418+5729、Swift J1822.3-1606 
など3天体が知られる。

弱磁場マグネター
Low field magnetar

磁場が減衰する場合の
中性子星の進化経路

dB

dt
= �aB1+�

(Colpi+99, α = 0 is plotted)

Ｘ線スペクトル進化の発見 (Enoto+2010,2017)



電波パルサー

中性子星の種族たち: XDINS

マグネター

連星中の電波パルサー 
ミリ秒パルサー

Crab Pulsar

10 15 G

10 14 G

10 13 G

10 11 G

強磁場

弱磁場

臨界磁場4x10 13G

Image credit: Chandra X-ray Observatory

地球に最も近い孤立中性子星
RX J1856.5-3754

X線画像

X線で輝く孤立中性子星
X-ray Dim Isolated NS (XDINS)

地球近傍にある電波放射のない孤立中性
子星。数秒の自転周期と熱的なＸ線放射。
中性子星の残熱（＋磁場）で輝く？ 
アウトバーストは観測されていない。

可視偏光の検出 (PD=16.4±5.3%)
真空偏極の証拠? Mignani+2016, MNRAS 
マグネターの末裔なのか？XDINS



R. L. Forward 
年に
査船が中性子星の上の生物を発見する話。著者
フォワードの指導教官は、初期の重力波実験に
多大な影響を与えた

XDINSs は 100-300 pc と近いが、Dragon’s Egg を彷彿とさせる。
Ｘ線放射の弱いマグネターの末裔がまだ近傍に隠れている可能性は？

小説「竜の卵 (Dragon’s Egg)」



電波パルサー

中性子星の種族たち: 強磁場パルサー
マグネター

XDINS

連星中の電波パルサー 
ミリ秒パルサー

10 15 G

10 14 G

10 13 G

10 11 G

強磁場

弱磁場

臨界磁場4x10 13G

強磁場パルサー

マグネターと電波パルサーの中間的な磁
場の天体。PSR J1119-6127 (2016年アウ
トバースト)など２天体は、通常は回転駆
動型パルサーのように振舞うが、稀にマ
グネターの活動性を示す。 

電波

Ｘ線

Archibald et al. 2017

トロイダル磁場などの内部による  
磁気活動は強磁場中性子星に普遍的？



Ｘ線放射に現れる磁気エネルギー散逸
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トランジェント型 トランジェント型 
強磁場パルサー

マグネター最大光度 1036 erg/s 
(ニュートリノ冷却？)

(Shibata+16, Enoto+17)

XDINS

パルサーの多くは磁気エネルギー散
逸を散発的に起こす能力を隠し持つ

Lsd � Ṗ /P 3



電波パルサー

中性子星の種族たち: CCO

マグネター

XDINS

連星中の電波パルサー 
ミリ秒パルサー

CCO

SNR中心の軟X線源
Compact Central Object (CCO)

 ©NASA/JPL-Caltech/CXC/

X線画
912 PAVLOV & LUNA Vol. 703

5 10 15 20

Figure 1. Chandra ACIS image, 51′′ × 39′′, of the Cas A CCO and its surroundings in the 0.6–6 keV band, after applying the subpixel event reposition tool by Mori
et al. (2001). The pixel size is 0.′′123 (i.e., 1/4 of the original ACIS pixel size). The inner circle around the CCO shows the source extraction region of 1.′′476 radius
used for the spectral analysis, while the annulus between 2.′′46 and 3.′′94 (white circles) is the background extraction region. The CCO is surrounded by nonuniform
SNR emission, with the average surface brightness of 89 counts arcsec−2 in the 2.′′46–3.′′94 annulus.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

For the simulation, we chose the spectral model wabs × nsa
with the best-fit parameters (see Section 3.2 and Table 1) and
simulated an ACIS-S3 observation for the same position on the
detector and the same exposure time, 61.735 ks, as the those of
the actual observation. The width of the simulated point-spread
function (PSF) depends on the value of the MARX parameter
DitherBlur. This parameter accounts for the ACIS pixelization
and aspect reconstruction errors, which may be different for
different observations. We simulated the PSF for a number of
DitherBlur values, from 0.′′20 to 0.′′40, and found that the best
match of the simulated PSF to the core of the observed image is
provided by DitherBlur ≃ 0.′′30. Figure 2 shows the simulated
PSF radial profile and the radial distribution of the detected
events up to 4.′′3 from the source centroid. To calculate and plot
these profiles, we rebinned the observed and simulated images
to 1/8 of the original ACIS pixel and measured the numbers
of counts in circular annuli with widths of 0.′′123 (1/4 of the
original pixel size). We see from this figure that the observed
radial profile exceeds the simulated PSF at r ! 1′′, remaining
approximately constant at r ! 2′′, with the average surface
brightness of 89.6 ± 1.5 counts arcsec−2 in the 2′′ < r < 4′′

annulus. The morphology of this extended emission on larger
scales (see Figure 1) suggests that it originates from the Cas
A SNR (possibly belongs to a faint SNR filament), i.e., the
extended emission is not a nebula generated by the CCO. This
conclusion is supported by the presence of emission lines in the
spectrum of this extended emission (see Section 3.2), which are
not expected in the synchrotron spectrum of a PWN.

The sum of the simulated PSF and the uniform surface bright-
ness of 89.6 counts arcsec−2, shown by the red histogram in
Figure 2, is generally very close to the observed radial profile
within the r < 4.′′3 circle. It lies slightly below the observed
data (i.e., the observed profile is slightly broader than the sim-
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Figure 2. Radial profiles of the observed data (black) and the MARX-simulated
PSF (blue) in the 0.6–6 keV band. The surface brigthness was measured in
the images with pixel size of 0.′′0615 (1/8 of the original ACIS pixel) in 35
circular annuli with 0.′′123 widths. The simulated PSF profile is for the MARX
DitherBlur parameter of 0.′′30. The red histogram shows the sum of the sumulated
PSF and the model constant background, 89.6 counts arcsec−2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

ulated one) at 0.′′7 " r " 1.′′2, but the statistical significance
of this difference is marginal (e.g., the largest discrepancy, in
the 7th annulus, is significant at the 2σ level). The difference
might be caused by a nonuniformity of the extended emission
component at such radii or a minor inaccuracy of the MARX
simulation, but it is hard to believe that the data excess is due to
a PWN-like emission in this narrow region. An additional sup-
port for the pointlike structure of the CCO image is provided by
the image deconvolution with the aid of the arestore script in

Pavlov et al. 2009

超新星残骸 カシオペア座A

若い超新星残骸の中心の軟X線源で、 
電波は出さずＸ線パルスも弱い。 
表面からの熱放射と考えられるが…

強磁場パルサー



CCO からもマグネター放射が検出された4 A. D’Aı̀ et al.

Post outburst
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Post outburst

1’

Pre outburst

Figure 3. Swift/XRT stacked image of all observations of the SNR, RCW103, in the two years before the outburst (left panel) and after
2016 June 22 (right panel). The total exposure time is 45 ks in the left image and 57 ks in the right one. Photon energy is colour-coded
for different energy bands: red, green, and blue correspond to the 0.5–1.5 keV, 1.5–2.5 keV, and the 2.5–10.0 keV bands, respectively.
The white-dashed line in the right panel marks the 68% confidence level of the Swift/BAT error circle (radius 1.2′, see the online version
of this paper for the colour figure.)

Figure 4. Light curve (2–10 keV range) of the Swift/XRT ob-
servations performed between 2014 January 15 and 2016 July 12.
The grey-shaded line indicates a change in the X-axis scale, the
dotted line the time of the BAT burst.

we note that the average rates during 22nd June are signi-
ficantly higher with respect to the following days, and they
are not due to periodic modulation but imply an intrinsically
brighter state. The light curve suggests an almost exponen-
tial decay on the day BAT detected the burst, and a fit of
the light curve with observations performed between June
22 and 23 results in a decay-time of 1.3± 0.3 days.

We then extracted two energy-filtered light curves in
the 1.0–3.0 keV and 3.0–10.0 keV bands using all PC mode
observations with a bin size of 1 ks after the burst event to
study the spectral hardness ratio as a function of the total
rate and time. We found that the total rate is significantly
correlated with the spectral hardness (Pearson correlation
coefficient 0.7± 0.1 at 95% confidence level), while there is
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Figure 5. Hardness ratio (3-10 keV/1-3 keV rates) as a function
of the total rate for PC mode observations of the outburst. Each
point is the averaged rate in 1 ks. Error bars are not shown for
clarity’s sake, a point with typical error bars is shown in the left
corner of the figure. Time is colour-coded going from red (first
observations) to yellow (last observations). The dashed black line
shows the best fit linear regression line.

insignificant evolution as a function of time, besides the re-
lative higher brightness and corresponding higher hardness
ratio values in the first day of the outburst as shown in
Fig. 5.

We extracted a time-averaged spectrum for all obser-
vations between 2014-01-15 and 2016-05-16 (quiescent spec-
trum, PRE), and a time-averaged spectrum for all the PC
mode observations after June 22 (late-time outburst spec-
trum, POST). We verified that no statistically signific-
ant spectral change occurred along the three-weeks long
Swift/XRT follow-up on a week-averaged time interval. We
studied observations taken on June 22 individually to de-

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??

4 A. D’Aı̀ et al.
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Figure 3. Swift/XRT stacked image of all observations of the SNR, RCW103, in the two years before the outburst (left panel) and after
2016 June 22 (right panel). The total exposure time is 45 ks in the left image and 57 ks in the right one. Photon energy is colour-coded
for different energy bands: red, green, and blue correspond to the 0.5–1.5 keV, 1.5–2.5 keV, and the 2.5–10.0 keV bands, respectively.
The white-dashed line in the right panel marks the 68% confidence level of the Swift/BAT error circle (radius 1.2′, see the online version
of this paper for the colour figure.)

Figure 4. Light curve (2–10 keV range) of the Swift/XRT ob-
servations performed between 2014 January 15 and 2016 July 12.
The grey-shaded line indicates a change in the X-axis scale, the
dotted line the time of the BAT burst.

we note that the average rates during 22nd June are signi-
ficantly higher with respect to the following days, and they
are not due to periodic modulation but imply an intrinsically
brighter state. The light curve suggests an almost exponen-
tial decay on the day BAT detected the burst, and a fit of
the light curve with observations performed between June
22 and 23 results in a decay-time of 1.3± 0.3 days.

We then extracted two energy-filtered light curves in
the 1.0–3.0 keV and 3.0–10.0 keV bands using all PC mode
observations with a bin size of 1 ks after the burst event to
study the spectral hardness ratio as a function of the total
rate and time. We found that the total rate is significantly
correlated with the spectral hardness (Pearson correlation
coefficient 0.7± 0.1 at 95% confidence level), while there is
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Figure 5. Hardness ratio (3-10 keV/1-3 keV rates) as a function
of the total rate for PC mode observations of the outburst. Each
point is the averaged rate in 1 ks. Error bars are not shown for
clarity’s sake, a point with typical error bars is shown in the left
corner of the figure. Time is colour-coded going from red (first
observations) to yellow (last observations). The dashed black line
shows the best fit linear regression line.

insignificant evolution as a function of time, besides the re-
lative higher brightness and corresponding higher hardness
ratio values in the first day of the outburst as shown in
Fig. 5.

We extracted a time-averaged spectrum for all obser-
vations between 2014-01-15 and 2016-05-16 (quiescent spec-
trum, PRE), and a time-averaged spectrum for all the PC
mode observations after June 22 (late-time outburst spec-
trum, POST). We verified that no statistically signific-
ant spectral change occurred along the three-weeks long
Swift/XRT follow-up on a week-averaged time interval. We
studied observations taken on June 22 individually to de-

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??

Luca+2006, Frank+2015 Rea+2016, D’Ai+2016

•Compact Central Object (CCO) 
超新星残骸の中心にあるX線源で、一般的にはマグ
ネターと異なり回転が速く(P~0.1-0.4 s)、減速が
小さい(Pdot<~10-14 s/s)ので表面磁場は小さくな
る(B~1011 G?)。複数の種族が混在しているかも？ 

•奇妙な天体 CCO 1E 161348-5055  
超新星残骸 RCW 103 の中心天体で、6.67 hour
という孤立中性子星の標準モデルの自転では説明
できない周期性を示す CCO の中でも特異天体。
超新星残骸のX線観測から典型的な重力崩壊型。 

•マグネター様アウトバーストの検出 
2016年6月22日にマグネターのショートバースト
に加え定常X線の増光が観測された。パルス波形は
変化したが長周期は大きくは変化しなかった。 

•長周期とマグネター活動性の起源は？ 
fall-back disk により急速に減速がかかり、押し込
められた磁場がマグネター活動を起こした？不明..

Pre outburst

Post outburst (D’Ai+2016)

Swift/XRT

5’

弱磁場のはずの中性子星でも
マグネター的な磁気活動？



マグネターのＸ線と電波による同時観測

電波で明るいマグネターは5個ほどしか知られていないが、
今後、X線と電波の同時観測が盛んになると考えられる。
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J1119-6127

J1846-0258

SGR 1806-20

SGR 1900+14

SGR 0526-66
1E 1547.0-5408

J1834.9-0846

SGR 1627-41
SGR 1745-2900

XTE  J1810-197
SGR 0501+4516

SGR 1833-0832

J1822.3-1606

SGR 0418+5729

J164710.2-455216

giant flare

X-ray outburst

radio

Figure 13. Transient behaviours of magnetars and high-B pulsars; three soft gamma repeaters exhibiting historical giant flares (red
filled circles), transient magnetars and high-B pulsars with X-ray outbursts (filled circles), and magnetars with pulsar radio emission
(gray star symbols).

(Anderson
+2012)

電波で発見された PSR J1622-4950 
Ｘ線と電波でのアウトバースト観測



Neutron star Interior Composition ExploreR
• NICER mission: Soft X-ray (0.2-12 keV) timing spectroscopy 

for neutron star structure, dynamics, and energetics. 
• Platform: ISS external attached payload with active pointing 

• Launched June 3, 2017; Installed on ISS, June 13 
• Duration: 18 months science mission + GO extension

(c) NICER Team (PI: K. Gendreau, NASA/GSFC)



Neutron star Interior Composition ExploreR
• NICER mission: Soft X-ray (0.2-12 keV) timing spectroscopy 

for neutron star structure, dynamics, and energetics. 
• Platform: ISS external attached payload with active pointing 

• Launched June 3, 2017; Installed on ISS, June 13 
• Duration: 18 months science mission + GO extension

(c) NICER Team (PI: K. Gendreau, NASA/GSFC)

Range of  
motion test



56 X-ray Timing Instruments (XTIs) of NICER

~0.8 m
~0.8 m

~1
.1

 m

X-ray optics modules  
on the IOB top plate

Sillicon drift detectors 
on the focal plane



X-Ray Concentrator optics (XRC)
Single reflection, grazing-incidence nested gold-coated Al foils

135 mm 

111 mm 

• Multiple 24 shells are confocally nested to 
increase an effective area. (24x56=1344 foils) 

• Grazing incidence optic of a parabolic gold   
surface to focus X-rays onto a detector (2 mm).  

• Focal length = 1085 mm 
• Total effective area > 1800 cm2 @1.5 keV



Sillicon Drift Detectors (SDDs)
Resolution : 140 eV @ 6 keV, Time resolution : <100 ns RMS (absolute)

Pb collar

Pb disk

Radiation 
shielding

Au/Ag “traffic cone”



(c) NICER Team  
(PI: K. Gendreau, NASA/GSFC)

• Energy band : 0.2-12 keV (Resolution : 140 eV @ 6 keV) 
• Time resolution : <100 ns RMS (absolute) 
• Non-imaging FOV 6 arcmin diameter 
• Background : < 0.5 cps  
• Sensitivity: 1×10-13 erg/s/cm2 (5σ, 0.5-10 keV, 10 ksec exposure for Crab-like) 
• Max rate: ~38,000 cps (3.5 Crab) 

Large effective area  
High time resolution

Gendreau et al., SPIE (2012), Arzoumanian et al., (2014)



中性子星の高密度状態方程式と質量-半径の測定

K. Gendreau, et al., SPIE, 2012; Z. Arzoumanian, et al., SPIE, 2014
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• 原子核密度ρ=3×1014 g/cm3 を超える中性子星(NS)内部の状態方程式は未解明。 
• 状態方程式と質量-半径は一対一対応⇒理論モデルの切り分けには宇宙観測が必要。 
• 質量はパルサーの連星運動から精度のよい測定が可能 (例: 電波の Shapiro delay)。 
• 半径は表面のＸ線放射はきわめて難しい(天体距離、大気組成、磁場の影響)。 
• M/R比 (コンパクトネス）測定に期待。重力場の影響でパルス波形が歪む効果で測定。



Launch by SpaceX-11 resupply, June 3, 2017
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Launch by SpaceX-11 resupply, June 3, 2017

Buzz Aldrin 
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Launch by SpaceX-11 resupply, June 3, 2017



Launch by SpaceX-11 resupply, June 3, 2017

SpaceX “CRS-11 Hosted Webcast” YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuZBOUMsYws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuZBOUMsYws


Launch by SpaceX-11 resupply, June 3, 2017



Dragon proceed to ISS transfer orbit



Extraction from Dragon was delicate 



Installation and Development on ISS



NICER Initial Observation: Crab Pulsar

8

Fig.7  The 0.4-10 keV pulse profile of Crab pulsar obtained with NICER (phase bin 200). Crab observation (ObsID 1708091713) was 
performed with NICER on August 9, 2017 17:09—22:17 (DOY 221, Exposure 7.16 ks, Total events 7.4e+7 counts including DC, and 
average rate of 1.0e+4 cps). Extrapolated from the Jodrell Bank Observatory (JBO) ephemeris, pulse period and derivatives are 
expected to be ~33.738727 ms and Pdot=4.19687e-13 s/s at DOY 221. As a quick look approach, with Pdot fixed at the expected 
value, the best period is 33.7386716 ms with epoch of MJD=57974.7166539606 (close to the start of observation). 
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２つの観測ターゲット(Crab pulsar & GRS 1915+105) を、２つの地上望遠鏡　
(臼田の 64 m電波望遠鏡とカナリー諸島の Gran 望遠鏡)で、３軌道周期で観測



Crab Pulse Profile Observed with NICER
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Crab Pulse Profile Observed with NICER



Short exposure to detect Crab pulsation Exposure for Detection of the Crab Pulsar (Real Data)
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巨大電波パルス Giant Radio Pulses (GRPs) 

6 Mikami et al.
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Figure 4. Fluence histograms dN/dF of MPGRPs in the four
bands P, LL, LH, and S. Dashed lines show the fitted power law
function ∝ FΓ. The numbers in the figure are corresponding Γ.

Table 3
Power-law index Γ for the fluence distribution.

Band Γ (Sample Number)
MPGRP IPGRP

P −2.61+0.13
−0.15 (760) −2.73+0.55

−0.83 (101)

LL −2.98+0.11
−0.12 (2166) −2.88+0.37

−0.50 (171)

LH −2.97+0.13
−0.15 (2574) −2.75+0.72

−0.87 (192)

S −2.68+0.11
−0.13 (2681) −3.62+0.55

−0.70 (192)

wide band spectra in our samples are consistent with
single power-laws (hereafter SPLs). The GRP spectra
are fitted by the SPL as a function of frequency ν,

F (ν) = F0.3

! ν

325.1MHz

"α
, (2)

with a normalization parameter F0.3 and index α. The
goodness-of-fit test is done by means of the χ2 statis-
tic. All the fluences from P to S bands are not always
determined. Even if upper limits are included in some
frequency bands, we can test the consistency with a SPL
for each GRP by the modified χ2 statistic as

χ̂2=
#

i

χ2
i,det +

#

j

χ2
j,UL. (3)

For the band i where a certain fluence Fi is determined,
its contribution to the χ2 statistic is written as

χ2
i,det≡

$

Fi − F (νi)

σi,tot

%2

, (4)

where σi,tot is the 1σ total error for the given time in-
terval in the band i (see Appendix A). For the band j
where a fluence upper limit Fj,max (see Appendix A) is
set, its contribution is

χ2
j,UL≡−2 ln

& Fj,max

−∞

exp

$

−(F ′
−F (νj))2

2σ2
j,tot

%

'

2πσ2
j,tot

dF ′, (5)

(Avni et al. 1980; Sawicki 2012).

Figure 5. Examples of the GRP spectra consistent with SPLs.
The best-fit power-law functions are plotted with the dotted lines.
The obtained parameters with 68% confidence intervals and the
minimum χ̂2 are also shown.

Figure 6. Examples of the GRP spectra inconsistent with SPLs:
hard-to-soft (left), soft-to-hard (middle), and other (right) spectra.
The minimum χ̂2 values and corresponding SPL functions (dotted
lines) are shown.

We set a critical value of χ̂2 to reject the SPL hypoth-
esis assuming that χ̂2 follows a χ2 distribution with n−2
degrees of freedom (DoFs) for n data points. In the case
of the spectra for P–S bands, the number of the data
points implies 2 DoFs for χ2 distribution. We adopt a
critical value of χ̂2 = 5.99 (significance level of 5%).
For the GRPs whose spectra are consistent with SPLs,

we estimate the confidence intervals or the upper-limits
of the fitting parameters as follows. For each pair of the
parameters (F0.3,α), we calculate χ̂2, and express

χ̂2 = χ̂2
min +∆χ̂2, (6)

where χ̂2
min is the minimum value of χ̂2. According to

Lampton et al. (1976), we assume that∆χ̂2 follows a chi-
square distribution with p DoFs, where p is the number
of fitting parameters. A 68% confidence interval of each
fitting parameter is that satisfying

∆χ̂2 = 2.3, (7)

for p = 2 in our case.
First, we focus on the GRPs detected at all the four

frequency bands. The fractions of such ideal samples
are relatively small, 8.4% and 18% for MPGRPs and
IPGRPs, respectively (see Table 4). In those samples,
we find that 86 of 268 (32%) MPGRPs, and 27 of
46 (59%) IPGRPs are consistent with SPL spectra at
a significance level of 5%. The spectral index widely

Crab pulsar 
1.4 GHz

(Sallmen et al., 1999)
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Knight+06, Bilous+08, Corders+04, Majid+11

S band (2.2 GHz), L-band (1.4-1.6 GHz) 

• 巨大電波パルス GRP は通常パルスより 102-3 も強い。場合によっては MJy レベル。 
• 知られている 2,000 個ほどのパルサーのうち、約 12 天体から検出されている。 
• Main pulse か interpulse の位相でランダムに発生する。 
• GRP のフルーエンスは、べき分布する（通常パルスは正規分布か指数分布）。 
• GRP の発生機構は未解明。FRB が系外の若い中性子星の GRP の可能性もある。

GRP の理解は FRB 解明に必要



Crab Pulsar GRP の多波長同時観測

T. Enoto, V. Kaspi et al., White Paper, in prep, Shearer et al., 2003; Strader et al., 2013

• かにパルサーの GRP に同期して統計的に有意(7.2σ)な可視光の増光(3.2%)を検出。 
• コヒーレントな電波放射とインコヒーレントな可視-X線放射が関連？ 

• X線以上の高エネルギーでは増光の上限値のみ。 
• Soft X-ray (1.5-4.5 keV): Chandra HRC-S, <10% (2σ) (Bilous et al., 2012) 
• γ-ray (50-220 keV): Fermi LAT, <400% (95% CL) (Bilous et al., 2011) 

• NICER (0.2-12 keV)と電波望遠鏡(325MHz@飯館, 1.4GHz@鹿島)の同時観測を企画。
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Figure 2. Spectral energy distribution of the average emission of the Crab nebula
(blue) and the phase averaged emission of the Crab pulsar (black). The data for
the nebula were taken from Meyer et al. (2010) with the addition of the Fermi-LAT
measurement reported in Buehler et al. (2012). The pulsar spectrum is reproduced
from Kuiper et al. (2001). Additionally shown are infrared measurements reported in
Sollerman et al. (2000) and Tziamtzis et al. (2009), radio measurements referenced in
Thompson et al. (1999) and gamma-ray measurements referenced in Fig. 8. Please
note, that the low frequency radio data (! 1 GHz) comes from non-contemporaneous
measurements, which are likely affected by time varying interstellar scintillation
(Rickett & Lyne 1990). The luminosity shown on the right axis was calculated assuming
a distance of 2 kpc.

and swings from PA ≈ 90◦ to PA ≈ 180◦ during P2.

2.2. The Crab nebula

The appearance of the nebula in the sky is approximately ellipsoidal with a major axis of

∼ 7 arc minutes and a minor axis of ∼ 4.6 arc minutes. This corresponds to a projected

length of ∼ 4.1 pc and ∼ 2.7 pc, respectively. As one observes the nebula at higher

frequencies, a toroidal structure becomes increasingly apparent. Images of the inner

region in X-rays and optical are shown in Fig. 4. A torus surrounding the pulsar and
a jet emerging perpendicular to it are apparent. It is striking that there is no bright

emission in the region within ∼ 10 arc seconds of the pulsar (Hester et al. 1995, Hester

et al. 2002, Mori et al. 2004, Temim et al. 2006). The pulsar wind is apparently

radiationless (or “cold”), until interaction with the ambient medium happens. The

first interaction is commonly thought to occur at the “inner ring” observed in the X-ray

image (Weisskopf et al. 2000).
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the inner nebula is a highly dynamical place. Thin arcs of

Crab PWN / Pulsar 
(Buhler & Blandford, 2014)

シン
クロ
トロ
ン放
射 逆コンプトンパルサー 

曲率放射

電波パルス 
(コヒーレント放射)

GRP

103倍以上の増大!

電波 可視光
X線

(Strader et al., 2013)

GRP 非
同期

GRP 同
期

電波パルス
可視光

~3%

NICERの結果に乞うご期待！



Largest Glitch from the Crab Pulsar
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NICER で見る中性子星のグリッチ

TE, Kisaka, Shibata, 2018

Crab pulsar 4U 0142+61

円の大きさは△νに対応



マグネター 4U 0142+61 のグリッチ後観測

4U 0142+61 Swift monitoring 
(C) Robert Archibald / McGill U.

NICER observations 
just after the short burst

Short burstNICER launch June 3

3

Pulse profile of 4U 0142+61
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• Fermi GBM detected a SGR-like short burst at 23:54 UT on 13 July during the NICER’s commissioning phase (GCN 21342).
• Signature of a glitch around the outburst from Swift monitoring (Atel 10576) 
• NICER follow-up ToO observations, ~0.88, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 days after the burst, from July 14 to 18 (total ~75 ks)

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/21342.gcn3
http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=10576


NICER によるマグネター観測戦略
NICER の機動性(突発天体や他波長同時観測に柔軟に対応)を
活かし、電波との同時観測を進めたいと考えている。

19

Figure 9. Light curves of the Vela pulsar at radio to γ-ray energies. From ().

X-ray pulses detected by XMM (Marelli et al. 2014) are very unusual in being 1/4 period out of phase with the
gamma-ray pulses. Modeling of the γ-ray and X-ray profiles suggest that we could be seeing non-thermal X rays from
the polar cap pair cascade for the first time. If so, the X-ray spectrum should be extremely hard and extend up to
around 10 MeV (Timokhin & Harding 2015). This is unique behavior and the pulse profile and the extremely hard
spectrum can be confirmed and extended to higher energy with NICER.
PSR B0540-69: This is a young (∼ 103 yr), Crab-like pulsar in the Large Magellanic Cloud. It is a radio, optical

and γ-ray pulsar with purely non-thermal X-ray emission. The pulse peaks at all energies are aligned in phase
(Fermi LAT Collaboration et al. 2015), similar to the Crab pulsar, and is only the second young pulsar showing this
behavior. It recently was observed to undergo an increase in spin-down rate of 36% (Marshall et al. 2015), that could
be a change in the magnetosphere involving a change in current flow or conductivity. After the spin-down rate change,
the pulsar breaking index also changed from 2.2 to 0.031 (Marshall et al. 2016). Such an extremely low breaking index
could indicate a change in magnetic dipole moment, as flux is re-emerging from the neutron star following suppression
of the initial field by a fallback disk (Ho 2015). NICER observation will verify this low breaking index and possibly
detect other spin-down state changes.
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プロキシマ・ケンタウリにハビタブルな惑星!?
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Figure 2: All datasets folded to the 11.2 days signal. Radial velocity measurements phase folded
at the 11.2 day period of the planet candidate for 16 years of observations. Although its nature is
unclear, a second signal at P∼ 200 days was fitted and subtracted from the data to produce this plot
and improve visualization. Circles correspond to HARPS PRD, squares are HARPS pre-2016 and
triangles are UVES observations. The black line represents the best Keplerian fit to this phase folded
representation of the data. Error bars correspond to formal 1-σ uncertainties.

alone did not prove consistency with the pre-2016 data. Final confirmationwas achievedwhen all the
sets were combined (Figure 1, panel c). In this case statistical significance of the signal at 11.2 days
increases dramatically (false-alarm probability< 10−7, Bayesian evidence ratio B1,0 > 106). This
implies that not only the period, but also the amplitude and phase are consistent during the 16 years
of accumulated observations (see Figure 2). All analyses performed with and without correlated-
noise models produced consistent results. A second signal in the range of 60 to 500 days was also
detected, but its nature is still unclear due to stellar activity and inadequate sampling.

Stellar variability can cause spurious Doppler signals that mimic planetary candidates, especially
when combined with uneven sampling.9, 17 To address this, the time-series of the photometry and
spectroscopic activity indices were also searched for signals. After removing occasional flares, all
four photometric time-series show the same clear modulation over P ∼ 80 nights (panels b, c, d
and e in Figure 3), which is consistent with the previously reported photometric period of ∼83 d.3

Spectroscopic activity indices were measured on all HARPS spectra, and their time-series were in-
vestigated as well. The width of the spectral lines (measured as the variance of the mean line, or
m2) follows a time-dependence almost identical to the light curves, a behaviour that has already

4

(Anglada-Escude et al., 2016, Nature)

Pale light from a red dwarf star 
Proxima Centauri b : artist’s illustration  
by ESO, M. Kornmesser

4.2 光年のお隣さんの星 (dM5.5e) Porb=11.2 日

Lx~Lsun, 0.05 AU ➡ X線やフレアの影響?

野心的なスターショット計画 ➡



近傍の星の磁気活動を長期Ｘ線モニタリング
• 中心星の可視光観測で周期性? 83 日(星の自転), 7年(太陽周期) 
• 過去のＸ線観測は散発的: 可視光の周期変動と反相関との指摘? 
• NICER 観測: 自転 83 日の 2サイクル分を 2 ks x 40 回でカバー 
• フレアと静穏状態の弁別に、南天の可視光観測があると良い

(Wargelin et al., 2016)

可視光

軟Ｘ線

自転周期の変動



まとめ

• 中性子星（パルサー）の発見から半世紀になり、多様な中性子星の
種族が見つかり、それらの進化経路の観測的研究が盛んになった。 

• 中性子星の活動性の鍵は磁気活動であり、1014-15 G という宇宙最
強の磁場をもつマグネターを中心に多波長での観測が進んでいる。 

• 国際宇宙ステーションに中性子星の観測を狙うX線望遠鏡NICER  
が設置され、大有効面積で高い時間分解能の観測を開始した。 

• NICER によるマグネターなどの強磁場パルサー観測では、電波と
Ｘ線との同時観測（＋モニタリング）が新しい結果を生む。


